


Hey Friend, 

 

You’re feeling burned out. Tired, frazzled, empty. Unable to give any more -- to your

patients, your colleagues, your family, or yourself.  

 

Something’s got to give, or you’re going to give out. Because this isn’t working.  

 

You’ve done the brave work of looking inside yourself for the answer -- for what you

need in order to keep going. But the answers that have come back feel scary.  

 

You know exactly what you need. You need to go down to part-time, have a lighter

patient load, or take fewer on-call shifts. You need to fire your MA, confront a partner

about inappropriate behavior or hire a scribe. You need to be paid the same amount as

your male colleagues, you need compensation for extra work you are doing for the

company, or a change in your contact. 

 

First off, let’s stop and celebrate you! It’s a challenge to stand up and say, "This isn’t

working for me." We’re going to walk through this together.  

 

Now, it’s time for your intro on how to ask for what you need -- in a way that gives you

the best possible chance of getting it. I got your back!  Let’s do this! 
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Errin Weisman D.O.

"I'm going to teach you how to 

ask for what you need 

at work in order to achieve 

your best life!"



Know your non-negotiables. These are the things that you absolutely must have or

must change in order to stay in this position. You will not compromise on these. No if,

ands or buts! These need to happen or you are WALKING AWAY. This can be really

scary. But what is scarier is staying in the place you currently are without any change. 

 

Really spend some time honing in on what these are. They need to be as specific as

possible. You have to be willing to say, "I must have ____ or I'm leaving" and you have

to MEAN IT! Knowing your non-negotiables doesn't make you a bitch, it just helps you

to clarify your needs.  

 

Also, understand WHY these are not negotiable to you. Being able to communicate

why you need these changes will help (1) give yourself clarity and (2) those you’re

asking to be able to comprehend your full purpose, and therefore be more likely to

make it happen.   

 

You are not making harsh demands. You are simply stating what you need and why

it's vital to you. This is an essential first step that will help you clearly articulate them

to others.  

 

Your desireables. These are elements are a stepdown from non-negotiables. These

are things you want but you’d be willing to make adaptations to your exact plan. They

might include flex hours, what time you see your last patient, telemedicine from

home, extra vacation time, switching the call schedule around to accommodate a

side gig. These are items that need to happen but you are flexible in how you execute

them. 

 

Throw in your nice-to-haves. What little perks or extras would make your job even

more pleasant? Throw in a few of these at the outset, knowing that you can drop

them as part of the negotiation.  

 

Include all these areas and don't tell the other side of the table which is in what

category. They don't need to know your levels of priorities, you are the one who needs

to be clear on these. 

PRE-WORK
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GET CLEAR ON WHAT YOU NEED



Your non-negotiables:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your desireables:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your nice-to-haves:  

PRE-WORK
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TIP THAT I LIVE BY:  

IF YOU DON'T ASK, YOU WILL NEVER RECEIVE.



ANALYZE THE SITUATION FROM ALL ANGLES

Use the Six Thinking hats protocol to prepare. Not everyone in the meeting is going

to see things the way you do. This exercise created by Edward de Bono will help you

tease out different angles and prepare to speak to people with different points of

view. 

 

Blue Hat: (Managing) Look at the big picture to identify the process or steps through

this problem/decision. Ask: What are we thinking about? What is the goal/objective?

This hat can help give structure to your situation, decision or problem. 

 

White Hat: (Information) Focus on the available data/information that you have,

analyze past trends, and see what you can learn from it. What are the facts? Where are

gaps in your knowledge? This hat can help identify the facts and do your homework. 

 

Red Hat: (Emotions) Using your intuition, gut reaction, and emotion, collect opinions

and reactions to your situation/problem. How might others react emotionally? This

hat can help tease out instinctive gut reactions or statements of emotional feeling

without justifying them. 

 

Green Hat: (Creativity) Open up your thinking by allowing an idea to extend and just

see where it goes. This hat helps you get outside of the box to develop creative

solutions without criticism of ideas.  

 

Black Hat: (Discernment) Look for reasons to be cautious and conservative. Is this

practical and/or realistic? What are potentially negative outcomes? Why might this

not work? This hat can help highlight weak points and allows you to eliminate, alter,

or prepare contingency plans to counter them. 

 

Yellow Hat: (Optimistic response) See the brighter, sunny side of the situation by

identifying benefits or seeking harmony. This provides the optimistic viewpoint to see

the value, all benefits and helps you to keep moving forward when everything looks

gloomy and difficult. 
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TIP THAT I LIVE BY:  

TRY TO UNDERSTAND DIFFERENT POINTS OF

VIEW BUT DON'T BASE YOUR LIFE OFF OF

OTHERS OPINIONS

Write below your answers to each of the hats as you think about your particular

situation. 

 

 

Blue Hat: (Managing):  

 

 

 

White Hat: (Information): 

 

 

 

Red Hat: (Emotions): 

 

 

 

Green Hat: (Creativity): 

 

 

 

Black Hat: (Discernment): 

 

 

 

Yellow Hat: (Optimistic response): 
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PRE-WORK



PRACTICE/ROLE PLAY

Practice presenting your case/speech. Practice in front of a mirror and then with me

during a “mentor call,” with your spouse or a trusted friend or colleague. 

 

The more you rehearse, the more comfortable you will feel and the words and

thoughts will come more freely.  

 

Each week, I hold time to offer a few calls with colleagues. Even if you're not

interested in working with me beyond this call, I would love to talk with you, hold

space for you, and be an ear to listen. Email me (errinweisman@gmail.com) 

 

This practice is also called "preluding" or "visualization." Not only is it a great exercise

but it's a proven method to improve your outcomes! Try it!!
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GET THE RIGHT PEOPLE IN THE RIGHT ROOM

Request a meeting with the right person or people. Make a list of who the important

change makers are and then contact them directly. The initial message to ask for a

meeting but in your next interaction, you should indicate what you are meeting about

(i.e. that you have some concerns you’d like to discuss, renegotiate terms in your

contract, personnel issues, etc) 

 

Meet on neutral ground. I recommend not meeting in the hospital board room or the

executive office. Schedule the meeting in a conference room where the balance of

power is neutral between you and the other parties involved. Also where it can be free

of distractions. 

 

Set the agenda. Make the topic on the table that you want to discuss VERY clear

before you enter the room. No one likes a surprise plot twist in the middle of an

important meeting. Also, make it clear to the others that you’ll be running the

meeting.  



DURING THE MEETING
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SHOW UP

Sit at the head of the table. Occupy the power position. Whether you know this or

not, meetings are all about equal flow and power.   

 

Show up with authority. Be mindful of your body language -- lean forward to show

you’re engaged; square your shoulders; take up space. Fill your body with uplifting

and powerful air. Have a mantra in your mind like, "I got this" or "I am clear, confident

and courageous" or "I am capable of running this meeting and discussing my

concerns." 

 

Frame your case in a positive manner. Figure out how you can show up to this

meeting in a positive mood. Then during  the meeting, re-enforce that a "let's work

together to solve this problem" motto. Think cooperation and trust.

OWN YOUR POWER

Know your power. You’re a physician. You are the heart of any enterprise in which you

work. Administrators need you to make money for them! Remember that you really

are already in a position of power. 

 

Your education, training, work experience, field expertise, reputation, awards won,

publications, interpersonal skills, leadership abilities are all assets! Your credentials

alone install so much value. Remind the group politely that you as a total package are

indispensable. 

 

Don’t give your power away. You can hold the power or share the power, but don’t

give your power away. Watch your verbal and non-verbal communication. 
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SHIFT THE ENERGY

If the power is taken away from you or the meeting is not going in your direction and

starting to derail, use the following tips. 

 

Pause. When we’re nervous, we often talk more. State your case, calmly and

confidently, and then pause. Allow the other side to comment. 

 

Plan for how you’ll respond if you get caught off guard. If you learn new information

that affects your case or throws you off, think of some statements you could say like "I

understand that you... and I think my solution helps you to/by..." or "Let's work

together and ..."  

 

If you are totally thrown off, answer, "I hadn't considered that prospective. Have you

considered mine? (then state more about your concerns)" or “Give me time to review

this particular information. How can we proceed now?"  

 

Respond with a question. If someone asks you a question you aren’t prepared for,

respond with a question to get more information. If you’re giving notice and your boss

asks you if you can stay longer, you can ask, “Why is it you’re wanting me to stay

longer?” Have a few questions ready that you can ask that allow you to understand

the other side better. 

 

When it starts to get heated. No matter what type of meeting you are in, emotions

can fly. Have a few phrases written or memorized that you can use to deescalate the

situation. Something like, "I can tell that we are starting to butt heads. What can we

do to get back on track?" or "Let's take a step back and think about this in a different

way." or "I didn't expect you to be some surprised. What do you think would be fair?" 

 

Have an exit strategy. If the meeting goes south and you begin to feel emotional or

out-of-control, indicate that you need to step out to contact an adviser. You can then

call me, your attorney, a trusted friend or colleague for help. 

 

You could also say, "You (I) probably need some time to think this over. When can we

resume this discussion?"



AFTER THE MEETING
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FOLLOW UP

Make sure the next steps are clear. Everyone should know who is doing what and in

what timeframe. It may be worthwhile to send an email after the meeting thanking

everyone for their participation and reiterating next steps. 

 

Debrief from the meeting. In a safe space, rehash the meeting and take some time to

breathe. What went well? What didn't go well? How could you better advocate for

yourself? 

 

It's ok to get resistance. If they said no or tried to talk you down, that's totally ok!

Don't back away and negotiate for less. Remember your why and fight the impulse to

walk away. Think on how you can better present your side and the advantages you

bring.

TIP THAT I LIVE BY:  

NEGOTIATIONS ARE TOUGH BUT YOU ARE

TOUGHER!

This e-book is just a small intro into the world of negotiation and asking for what you

need at work. Other places where I gain inspiration are:

Feminist Fight Club by Jessica Bennett 

Girl Code by Cara Alwill Leyba

How to Be a Bawse by Lilly Singh

Ask for it: How women can use the power of negotiation to get what they really

want by Linda Babcock and Sara Laschever

Fierce Conversations by Susan Scott

Lean In: Women, work and the will to lead by Sheryl Sandberg

Nice Girls Still Don't Get the Corner Office by Lois P. Frankel
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Follow these seven steps to get prepared on how to ask for what you need. Taking this

another step would be contact me or joining one of my kick-ass, take-names

facebook groups. I want to help you in whatever capacity I can so don't be shy. Step

up and step out into the light. It is your time to shine! 

 

CONCLUSIONS

Everything looks darker when you're

experiencing it alone -- or worse,

when you feel like you can't talk with

the colleagues around you.  

 

Each week, I hold time to offer a few

calls with colleagues. My goal for this

call with you is to help you find a

pinprick of light, no matter how dark

your situation feels.  

 

Even if you're not interested in

working with me beyond this call, I

would love to talk with you, hold

space for you, and be an ear to listen.

 

I'm a doctor and a mom, too -- I have

been where you are!  

 

Schedule your time with me to talk,

get help or practice these skills. 

 

I got your back!

Errin Weisman D.O.


